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Editorial

H

👤Elizabeth ADEYEMO
appy New Year to all of our
fantastic readers!!!

It's been two publications, a
webinar, and some moments of silence,
but we are back and here to stay.
We are really grateful for your continued
readership, comments, suggestions,
support, and most importantly, your
prayers.
We appreciate the National Secretariat for
their trust and long-standing support in
making this issue a reality.
This issue is dedicated to all the women of
excellence in and beyond CMESBAHF. It's a
no-brainer that we could not have gotten

this far in EBP and CMESBAHF at large
without you.
We, therefore, use this publication to
strongly communicate the importance of
gender diversity in teams and the
workplace.
We put a spotlight on the giant strides
made by CMESBAHF, and members of
CMESBAHF, particularly the three
presidential awardees.
Overall, this issue is a fantastic read for
scientific, fun-loving, non-technical, and
story-loving readers.
Sit back and enjoy!
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An Amazon bows out!
We mourn the loss of Prof.
Theresa Ekanem who slept in
the lord on 14th March, 2021.
Your good works live on!

.

Professor
Theresa
Ekanem
Professor of Anatomy and
Neuroscience; President,
Anatomical Society of
Nigeria; Lecturer, University
of Calabar, Nigeria.
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Meet Our New Chief Editor
👤Editorial Team

I

n the aura of celebrating women this

month, we elected a new Chief Editor,
Adeyemo Elizabeth, who happens to be
the first female chief editor of Eden
Biomedical Park Magazine.

Other than her professional expertise as
an anatomist (University of Ilorin) and
public health officer (University of Lagos),
she is a creative, seasoned freelance writer
and director at Writersrwe, a community
for new and experienced freelance writers
seeking growth and success. She is also
the CEO of LiliesBooks, a one-stop source
for everything books.
Elizabeth comes with the promise of
gender inclusiveness, innovative journalism
and authorship, quality editorials, and
media growth for CMESBAHF. We all
congratulate her on this new position and
wish her all the best.
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This Someone's Strength
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This Someone's Strength

S

omewhere in some place in Africa;
at the cock's first crow, a certain
someone is up, who most probably
must have been the last to go to bed,
putting things in order and getting ready
to face the day with the challenges it
might bring; conscious of the fact that
yesterday's victories do not suffice today's
battles. This someone has a strength that
is somewhat difficult to fathom. It's like
there's a reservoir upon which this person
draws from daily. If not, how then do you
express in words the broom's "chaa chaa
chaa" sound you hear at 4a.m or the "buy
okpa, hot okpa","fresh bread" chants you
hear at 6.30a.m every day; the "pou
pou/pum pum" the pestle makes as it hits
the mortar or the cacophony of the
grinding engine doing "nika".
This certain someone knows how best to
keep the home running and in appropriate
conditions too. This strong woman is wise
enough to provide for her family. She
acknowledges her head and gives him the
respect he deserves. She wakes up early,

👤Blessing OROGUN
prepares food for her household, makes
sure the children are set for either their
school, trade or farm as the case may be.
Her multitasking skills are second to none.
How else do you account for a pregnant
woman, with a baby strapped to her back,
carrying a tray of Miango yams on her
head, hawking while walking long
distances under the hot sun just to make
ends meet. Or do you not think it takes
great strength for her to prefer to suffer
rather than see her children suffer? She'd
rather bare disgrace than see any member
of her family humiliated.
This strength is not dependent on her
stature or how schooled/unschooled she
is. Rather, it stems from within. She was
born strong. She was born a survivor. She
was born a "hustler". Or how do you
quantify the night journies she makes to
the bush market, buys stuffs to come
resell, has a long day and still comes back
home to discharge her duties/obligations
as wife and mother. Not that she doesn't
struggle but she pulls through the
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struggle. What about that young woman
that carries "konkiri" (cement/concrete
pan) for bricklayers and the old woman
that sits at the quarry site breaking
stones for a living? Economy bad but she
no fold her hands sidon dey look for
house.
She puts the needs of others before
herself. She has this great capacity for
love. Hardship does not destroy her. Life's
waves might hit her hard but that does

not deter her. It rather strengthens her
resolve that if she pulled through before,
she'd overcome again. This certain
someone, this powerful person, this
African woman is the real definition of
great strength!
She's indeed a rare breed.
"There is a kind of strength that is almost
frightening in black women. It's as if a
steel rod runs right through the head
down to the feet" - Maya Angelou

There is a kind of strength
that is almost frightening in
black women. It's as if a steel
rod runs right through the
head down to the feet" - Maya
Angelou
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How we survived our internal
pandemic

S
Eberechi Joy
Ezenwa

Chima
Chinaza

Adeyemo
Elizabeth

ome of you might wonder how and
why Eden Biomedical Park (EBP)
Magazine came back. I mean, we hit
the ground running with 2 great
publications and a fantastic webinar and
then, we just fizzled out.
To be honest, as the Editor, I don’t
understand how we fizzled out. As far as I
can remember, I applied for a journalism
grant to support our efforts but we were
rejected. This obviously is not my first
rejection from an application; oh my God, I
have tonnes of them. But I think this
rejection made me feel we may not be
having much relevance as we had thought. I
started losing motivation and it quickly
infected the whole team. This was our
pandemic.
After a while, I realized CMESBAHF was
achieving giant strides that were
newsworthy. I immediately started seeing
the gap again; but how does a weak leader
like myself call back the team to regroup.

👤Wale OGUNLEYE
Well, I’ll tell you one thing, with the help of
God, the charge from the National
Secretariat and most importantly, the
feminine network in the team, they quickly
rallied round, got back on the field and
produced the fantastic articles in this issue
right now.
Why and how they did it, I don’t know.
Maybe they met behind closed doors;
maybe it is part of the natural feminine
instinct to care – I can’t say categorically.
One important lesson I’m taking away is the
essentiality of women for any successful
team. You are definitely going to hit the
rock at some point; however, an essential
ingredient for your recovery is the feminine
network or strength (if you may) of your
team.
Meet the wonderful ladies that oversaw our
survival from this pandemic: Eberechi J.
EZENWA, Elizabeth ADEYEMO & Chima
CHINAZA. I appreciate and love you guys!
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Fatoye Olamide
Physiologist, Entrepreneur

Egbelu NNUNUMAH

Cynthia CHINELO

Anatomist, Program
Officer, Federal Ministry
of Health (FMOH)

Anatomist and Program
Officer, Health and
Development Support
(HANDs), recipient of
President NYSC award.

“
CMESBAHF is hinged on a culture of
excellence, and we want to use this
opportunity to highlight some of our
really wonderful women who have
made us proud in different spheres.
We really appreciate you!

Grace OMOLOYE
FUCAPS pioneer member,
physiologist, sonographer,
researcher and scientist.

“

Bimpe EZEYIN
FUCAPS pioneer member,
physiologist, drug
developer, drug policy
regulator & puzzle-solver.

Olawumi Kikelomo
IRE-BELLO

Mercy OKHAIEFO

Physiologist, Researcher,
Health Specialist and an
entrepreneur.

Reseacher, biochemist,
entrepreneur.

Damilola Rachael,
OLABANJI
Researcher, physiologist,
fashionpreneur, recipient,
President’s NYSC
Honours award.
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Excellence, Service to Nation

Emeka C. NWANKWO
Recipient, President’s NYSC Honors Award
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Leaders of Men,
Champions for God.
An exclusive interview with Emeka, Recipient of The President’s NYSC
Honours Award

👤 Eberechi Joy EZENWA
Can we meet you sir?

M

y name is Emeka Christian
NWANKWO, a graduate of
Anatomy from Nnamdi Azikiwe
University, and a former President of
Unizik’s chapter of CMESBAHF. I was the
Project Manager and Biomedical Science
Team member in the 2020 design and
manufacture of Mechanical Ventilators by
the Defence Industries Corporation of
Nigeria (DICON) in collaboration with Crafts
Design Nig. Ltd and CMESBAHF. I am a
writer and currently the lead Content
Developer at Penguin VC. I am also a
recipient of the President’s NYSC Honours
Award and of course, a lifelong member of
CMESBAHF.
What are your motivations,
policies and personal insights to
life and work?

I have always been one who is highly project
oriented. However, that played out only
subtly especially in the way I went about
achieving my goals. It was not too long ago,
after listening to a particular podcast that
expounded on the need to ‘die’ empty (upon
exhausting our innate potentials here on
earth) that I became intentional about my
decisions and actions. I was motivated by
the hope of one day standing before my
maker and boldly telling Him how I used up
the talents He gave me and the results I
produced. I can’t discuss all my policies here
because that would take up so much space.
As for insights to work, I am a firm believer
in the Japanese principle of Kaizen which
means ‘continuous improvement’. So I look
out for ways to always improve on my work
and outdo myself.
What are your core interest as a
Christian and a Young scientist?
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As a Christian, I am very much interested in
presenting Christ in the most relatable form
ever, so people wouldn’t have to think of
divinity as an idea, an age-long concept or
some fairy tale. I think it is also imperative
that this presentation is made in our daily
activities and interaction with everyday
people. As a young scientist, my interest
lies in combatting infectious diseases, which
could vary from working to control it at a
larger scale or contributing to the
development of treatment and prevention
agents.
Talking about your interest, tell
us about your project during your
NYSC, and what actually
motivated?

Let me start with what motivated me. When
I was in my second year in the University, a
fine young man once came to speak to us
from NACBAMS. Among other things he
said, he mentioned how he served in Nanka,
my community in Anambra state, and the
community development services he carried
out while serving. He went on to tell us how
he was rewarded by NYSC and Mr. President
for the services he rendered and that
endeared me to him. I later learnt his name
was Mr. Oluwole Afolayan and that he had
studied Physiology. I became determined to
get close enough to him and buy into the
NACBAMS vision he was communicating to
us. My initial motivation came from Mr.
Oluwole and NACBAMS. Years later, when I
got to the community where I served, I
noticed maternal and child mortality was a
problem there. I then set out on a project to
provide skill enhancement training for
Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs) in the
community on safe birth practices. I focused

on TBAs because they were the key players,
since doctors and nurses were either lacking
or inadequate in that community. I also
carried out community sensitization on
sexual and reproductive health for women,
and enlightenment campaign on menstrual
health for young girls among other projects.
What is your thought on
leadership?

I have learnt that beyond occupying an
office or position, leadership entails
motivating people to take action or believe
something. With this perspective, we need
to start building people to rethink
leadership. We also need to model accurate
leadership for people to see and emulate. It
is a good thing that CMESBAHF offers us
that platform to build our leadership
capacities.
What is your perspective about
innovation as a Scientist, seeing
that in CMESBAHF, we are driven
by innovation?

The fact is that the day we stop innovating,
we start deteriorating and losing our
relevance. It will be only a matter of time
until nature sends us into oblivion. I am glad
that CMESBAHF is always at the forefront
championing causes for innovation among
young scientists. However, the burden is
not for CMESBAHF alone to bear. I think
innovation becomes practicable when we as
individuals begin to think ‘problem-solving’
and look within our environment for
solutions. The greatest of innovations
began as one small idea that went through
various stages of refinement. If you can be
daring enough to dream it, CMESBAHF is
always there to guide you into achieving it.
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Being in this field of health and
research, what do you see as the
future of health, science and
research in Nigeria?

Honestly, with the rate at which we are
losing our best brains to foreign economies,
I fear for the future of science and research
in Nigeria. However, looking at the
transformation in the area of science and
research that swept through Southeast Asia
including India, we are quite hopeful that
the next generation of young scientists will
not be held back by the lapses on the part
of our leaders to create an enabling
environment for research to thrive In
Nigeria. Going forward, more people will
start exploring IOT, AI and Machine Learning
to solve real world problems in health and
research. In future, we would start
appreciating the value of personalized
medicine in this part of the world. This will
require interdisciplinary collaboration which
is the bane of any impactful endeavor.
What are the high demand skills
you will advise young scientists
to focus on and build and what
are the relevance of these skills in
the market today?

From agriculture and clean energy, to health
and the environment, any skill that is useful
in solving the common problems of
underdeveloped and developing countries
will be relevant in the market today. This
skill list is actually endless but I can point
out a few. We live in a data-driven world, so
Data Science is quite on a high demand in
many industries. There is a lot of prospects
in applying technology to health and
research, so skills like Programming,
Mechatronics, Hardware Production and 3D
Design will always be on high demand. One
can also consider building relevant skills in
areas such as drug development, genomics,
project management, product development,
material research, etc.
What is your advice to other
growing scientists?

I am still growing, so I doubt if I have
attained that level to proffer advice to
other scientists. Nonetheless, as an
individual, I’ll say just keep improving on
what you’re doing and remember the words
of Albert Einstein who said that imagination
is more important than knowledge. So be
sure to stretch your imagination to reason
from inside, outside and every other side of
the box.
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EDEN BIOMEDICAL PARK; HOW
IT STARTED, WHERE WE ARE
AND THE PROSPECT

I

n 2007, God spoke loud and clear
through a sign that He was starting this
body now known as CMESBAHF. Then, it
was National Association of Christian Basic
Medical Science Students (NACBAMSS). I was
one of the executives, I saw the sign. He said
He would use this body to bring divine
solution to health problems through
research. I could remember, God warned us
to be diligent with the vision, walk with Him
and never to share the glory with Him. We
were happy and sprang into action, plying the
course He leads us through; chosen as His
signet- to bring solution to health problems.
CMESBAHF has been a blessing to many
especially at higher institutions of learningraising a fold of godly and excellent
biomedical researchers. Travelling to several
higher institutions of learning through the
yearly national conference, planting
CMESBAHF where it has not been existing.

👤Chinaza Irene, CHIMA
While running with the vision, we received
from God that the field of Biomedical Science
which was termed forsaken in the eyes of the
passersby would soon become like the garden
of Eden (Ezekiel); we discovered by His help
that within His agenda for the body
CMESBAHF is two thousand working capacity
ultramodern research suit named Eden
Biomedical Park (EBP) discovered in 2011. It
houses humans from various work-spheres of
life cross linking ideas in order to find
solutions to human health challenges.
In 2015, God provided a land to build the EBP
in Agbamu town, Kwara State Nigeria. The
name CMESBAHF was officially endorsed
through Corporate Affairs Commission in
2017 after much attempt. We are designing
an incubator programme (HiiPRO) as a vehicle
to produce many start-ups in life sciences.
These start-ups become a building blocks of
Eden Biomedical Park.
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God has started opening doors to us, through
collaboration with both international and
local organizations, CMESBAHF secured a
technology transfer and currently exploring
building Federated Genomics Infrastructure
to Mitigate Covid-19 in Nigeria

The vision of building EBP is very much alive
within us and by God’s grace we shall achieve
it in our lifetime.

#ChurchonFIRE

CMESBAHF partners with SAMBUS Geospatial for the development of COVID-19
mitigation framework

CMESBAHF features in Joint Learning Initiative on Faith & Local Communities

Three Members of CMESBAHF bag the President NYSC Honours Award with
Automatic employment and scholarship for masters and PhD

CMESBAHF receives funding to support the training of her members from DNA
Compass

Multiple CMESBAHF members secure job/contracts with local and international
firms including Chemonics International, USAID
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“
meet the bioinformatics startup that is
equipping scientists for modern work
“
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"We are producing biotech talents that will
accelerate the genomic revolution. We don't
doubt their capabilities because we have seen
what our fellows are doing on the global scene
and we are very inspired to let them learn,
express themselves more, and become as
successful as possible."

I

have never met a more kind and downto-earth person like Samson. I don’t
really remember when we first met or
how we got talking, but I have always known
him to be warm, receptive, and very
“stuffy”. Emphasis on the “stuff”.
Samson Adegbe is not your regular firstclass physiology graduate; he is a top-notch
leader. He is resilient and passionate about
health innovation and improved health
delivery systems. He desires to see Africa at
the forefront of drug discovery and
genomics research. He is a native of Idah,
Kogi state, and he enjoys playing volleyball
and football when he is not researching,
studying, or championing the biotech
startup, HackBio, he founded with his
friend, Wale Ogunleye, a graduate student
at the Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology (State University).

👤 Elizabeth, ADEYEMO
Delve in a little deeper with me in this
conversation with Samson Adegbe, Cofounder of HackBio.
Tell me about HackBio? How did
you get started with it?

HackBio was birthed during the lockdown
around May 2020. Wale and I met in a
CMESBAHF research group and got talking
about the need to balance what students
were learning in class with the skills they
needed. We realized that many life science
graduates lack the required skills to get the
job of their dream, and we wanted to bridge
that gap. We also wanted to push Africa
more into the genomic and bioinformatics
publication scene.
We developed a plan and initially mapped
out HackBio as an open-source platform
where like-minded people can come
together to showcase their skills, work
together and learn from each other.
Executing it wasn't as easy as it sounded on
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paper as with any idea or business. But we
were able to pool resources together from
CMESBAHF and DNACompass to start our
first paid virtual bioinformatics internship.
The pandemic was a silver lining because
about a thousand people responded to our
call for applications from all over the world
to learn cutting-edge skills, collaborate with
other scientists to create publications, and
earn.
This internship served as a pilot study
because we were able to see that there was
indeed a skill gap and many people were
oblivious when it came to Bioinformatics in
Africa and the world at large.
We have gone on to start fellowships where
people from all over the world have shown
interest in learning and being part of what
we are building.
HackBio is a career accelerator startup that
teaches enthusiastic scientists cutting-edge
bioinformatics skills and how they can apply
them to drug discovery, development, and
genomics. HackBio basically acts as a
middleman by connecting motivated
scientists to the job of their dreams.
Do you have any life-changing
experiences that put you on this
path of doing what you are doing
today?

One of the reasons I furthered my study in
medicine was due to a lack of information at
that point. Being a scientist is one of the
best things that can happen to anybody –
the problem is not knowing the value that
we as life scientists bring to the table.
People with the skills and knowledge of
bioinformatics are doing so much more than

we can imagine. I have seen where genomic
sequencing helped in making informed
decisions that lead to drug production. In
my perspective, you don't need to be a
medical practitioner to actually contribute
to the health care delivery system in Africa.
To be honest, there is rarely a job out there
for a medical physiologist in Nigeria, and
that's because we lack the necessary skill
that shows we are ready to take on the
biomedical field. What we do is still far from
what is expected of us at all levels. We are
supposed to be contributing more. Africa is
the most genetically diverse continent, and
just about 2% is used in drug production.
People are not really striving hard to
represent Africa well. I believe that if we
can find a cure for some diseases in Africa,
then we will be able to take the world at
large. That was the experience that changed
my life – there was no job, and that was
because there was no skill.
You don’t just have to seek a job, you
definitely have to create the job yourself.
Another experience I had was when I won an
award with the Igala Education Foundation. I
went to cash out the cheque at the bank
and met a banker working with the
marketing department. He looked at me
and asked: "What next?" I can never forget
it. I told him I was going to put my CV out
there and look for a job. He replied and said
that if he were my lecturer or supervisor, he
would have walked me out of his office
because I was being very unwise searching
for a job where I can start creating jobs. He
intrigued me because he studied genetics at
UI. He went further, asking me to start
where I was and bridge the gap.
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Advertise with EBP for FREE
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
With over 1000 young readers in 9
Nigerian Universities & 20 organizations,
we are your right channel for directly
talking to Christians, Scientists,
Entrepreneurs, Academicians and
Government Officials.
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WITH US, THE SKY IS YOUR BEGINNING

Tell me about some amazing
milestones and successes of your
organization.

Before I dive into this, I have a very
wonderful team, and I would like to give
them all the credits for all that we have
achieved and are still achieving. I have a
very diverse team - from Moscow, Kenya,
U.S, and Nigeria.
We have been able to train more than 60
scientists and have published about 5
preprint publications with reputable journals
around COVID-19*. We partnered with
DNACompass and other genomic
infrastructure companies in the U.S. and
CMESBAHF. I need to stress that
CMESBAHF was very instrumental in the
success of our internship programs. We were
able to access human and material resources
when needed.
I am also glad to announce that our core
central team is mostly CMESBAHF members.
To me, this shows our level of partnership.
We have been able to produce one of the
finest interns you could work with in the
field of bioinformatics. One of our interns
won the Open Bioinformatics Foundation
2020 award for the best abstract in drug
development and went ahead to get a
remote internship in Sweden worth
thousands of dollars.
One of our interns also successfully
completed his Ph.D. with the knowledge he
acquired from our internship program.
Another won the prestigious Wellcome’s
Trust Ph.D scholarship.
In a bid to explore the field more, we have
increased the courses available from three

(3) to seven (7), and in the future, beyond
that. We are actively connecting with
experts in functional genomics for
neuroscience, cancer, and so on to give our
fellows the best of the best.
In the future, we hope to collaborate with
biotech and pharmaceutical companies, and
startups interested in the talents we are
producing.
We are producing talents and accelerating
scientists. We don’t doubt their capabilities
because we have seen what our fellows are
doing on the global scene, and we are very
inspired to let them learn, express
themselves more, and become as successful
as possible.
How can someone like me
without any prior experience in
bioinformatics be involved with
HackBio?

Just a basic knowledge of biology is required
because we will be teaching you everything
you need to know about bioinformatics from
the scratch, from molecular biology,
programming, statistics, and probability to
genomics. The first thing you will do is to fill
out your application form for submission and
verification. You will be required to pay a
subsidized subscription fee of about $50,
thanks to our partner, BioTrust. Admission
is on a monthly rolling basis. You will be
going through onboarding meetings to get
familiar with how we run things.
The skills you gain from this program can be
applied to many fields other than
bioinformatics because we give an overview
of many versatile skills like python, R, deep
data analysis, and so on.
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What motivates you to do what
you do?

My single motivation is my need to see
change. I am interested in things becoming
better and people having what it takes to
follow their dreams with all the skills they
need. I believe that we can begin to register
our presence in the sands of times by our
little contributions and possibly change the
world.
What are the goals you hope to
accomplish in your work?

We are looking at a world-class scientific
community that would not only produce
data but would also draft the genome. We
want to train about 5000 scientists and
increase Africa's representation when it
comes to the percent of genomes analyzed
by 2030.
Personally, my goal is to be at the heart of
healthcare innovation in Africa and beyond.
Did you have any key mentors or
people who deeply influence who
you are and what you believe in,
and your work and life?

I have many mentors within and outside my
sphere and even in books. One such person I
look up to in the biotech space is Dr. Abasi
Ene-Obong. His work has really influenced
and shaped my thinking. Another person is
Idris Aboyegi. He has been very influential
to several startups in Nigeria, including
Flutterwave. Other close-knit mentors are
Mehrad, a startup advisor for many

companies in the UAE, Dr. Halima. They
have helped us to see how we could forge
ahead in the market and contribute more
from where we are.
Can you share some key lessons
on your journey of building
relevance?

Building relevance takes a whole lot of time
and effort. It doesn't come that easy. It
comes with a price, and something really key
is perseverance. Working with the right
team is key to achieving your dreams when
building something of relevance. It is not
always rosy. There are times you fall to the
ground but have to pick yourself off, and
it's common to every startup.
Any final thoughts?

Everybody should learn a skill. It doesn't
have to be bioinformatics. If you are a life
scientist or biomedical scientist, you need to
have a lead and be sure about it. The best
way to get that lead is from information,
health diagnosis, and big data before you
can start animal testing. The world is
moving toward that point where animal
testing will be eradicated from basic medical
trials.
Get bioinformatics skills because it is the
singular motor of the genomic revolution
and modern healthcare.
Follow HackBio on Twitter (@thehackbio)
and LinkedIn (HackBio).
To get started visit http://bit.ly/hb-fellow

Elizabeth Adeyemo is a passionate freelance writer by day, avid reader by night, and a public health enthusiast
somewhere in between. She has been writing for quite a number of years and has developed content for many
notable organizations including, Academy Achievers, Leda Health, GirlPower, Hacey Health Initiative,
Slum2School, Hunger Reduction International, among others. Find out more about her here.
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JOB
BOARD...
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Call for Volunteers: Media Content
Manager
EBP is looking for a motivated volunteer
who is interested in creating and managing
modern media content database. Our
database includes images (JPG, PNG),
audio (MP3), videos (MP4), and articles
(PDF).
If this sounds like you, you are encouraged
to send a CV to ebpmagazine@gmail.com

Call for Volunteers: Marketing
EBP is looking for a motivated volunteer
who is interested in supporting our
marketing outfit. It is an exciting
opportunity to showcase your marketing
skills and ideas. Marketing channels
include email, social media and word of
mouth
If this sounds like you, you are encouraged
to send a CV to ebpmagazine@gmail.com

Call for articles: Guest Authorship
EBP is now accepting article submission
from guest authors under the following
themes: Christian faith, STEM, Women,
Health, Climate, Finance, Product Ideas,
Art, and Tech Trends.
If this sounds like you, you are encouraged
to send a CV to ebpmagazine@gmail.com

Share you exciting career opportunities with us!
With a talent pool of over 1000 young, trustworthy and excellence-endowed
readers, look no further for your next executive. With us, you are automatically
connected to 9 universities and 20+ organizations in Nigeria
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EBP
EDEN BIOMEDICAL PARK MAGAZINE,
A publication of CMESBAHF,
Winners Blvd, Area "C" Phase IV,
Abuja, Nigeria
W: https://cmesbahf.ng
E: ebpmagazine@gmail.com
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